ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA CLASS RING
ENGINEERS GEOLOGY PHARMACY GENERAL
Also Available: Special Rings for GRADUATES of LAW AND BUSINESS
Available in 10K gold or silver, with your choice of five stones: Ruby, Blue Sapphire, Dark Green Tourmaline, Black Onyx and Amethyst. Any year of graduation may be ordered, any degree may be had. The rings for business and law are the same as the general only with Law or Business shown in place of the 1892. Fraternity letters may be encrusted on the stones at $2.00 per letter. Ladies' rings may be had in miniature of the general ring.

Prices:
10K Heavy weight (shown above) $30.00*. Medium weight: $25.00*. Miniature weight: $20.00*. Silver rings are $7.50 less.

Terms: $6.00 deposit with your order, the balance...

ORDER FROM:

A Perfect Gift
mailed C.O.D. (Approximately 3-4 weeks delivery.)

UNIVERSITY BOOK EXCHANGE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA

Use This Order Blank

Name Year of Graduation
Address City and State
Degree - Initials (3 only) Finger Size
Stone Choice Encrusting - Gold Silver
Price Deposit Balance Remarks
($6 Minimum)

*plus Federal 10% tax